
wanting in these concerns,—" had
confirmed the stupendous effects
thereof;" and that it might truly
be styled "an universal remedy,
since the diseases it cither prevents
or cures may have this remedy
applied to all persons, and in all
places where men do inhabit."
But Hancock, the other doctor
divine, candidly confessed " that it
was a little out of his way to write
on physic, but that he was not the
first man who had writ a book o/asubject he knew little of (p. 100)."
In consequence of these clerical
essays on physic, " the whole na-
tion run a madding after cold wa-
ter in every temper," till at last,
up starts a merry fellow, by the
name of Gabriel John, who exposed
the water-doctors in such a ludi-
crous but witty manner, that from
that time the custom dwindled and
grew out of use.

Quicksilver, which had been
prescribed by Sir John Nicholas
Butler, a very eminent physician
in James the Second's reign, and
had cured "a lunatic and a swal-
lovver of worsted and other trash,"
next came into general favor about
1730 : but the history of this
quackery must be reserved] for
another number.

II.
PHENOMENA CONNECTED WITH RESPI-

RATION

The force of a healthy chest's
action in blowing is equal to about
onepound on the inch of its surface;
that is to say, the chest can con-
dense its contained air with that
force, and can therefore blow
through a tube the mouth of which
is two feet under the surface of
the water. In sucking or draw-
ing in air, the power is nearly the

same.—In both these actions, it
is possible to use the cavity of
the mouth separately from that
of the chest; and the mouth being
smaller, with stronger muscles
about it in proportion to its size,
it can act more strongly. Some
men can suck with the mouth so

as to make nearly a perfect va-

cuum, or to lift water nearly
thirty feet. In using the blow-
pipe, an expert operator can keep
up an uninterrupted blast by shut-
ling the mouth behind while he
inhales, and replenishing it as is
required in the intervals.

In coughing, the glottis, or top
of the windpipe, by a curious
sympathy of parts, is first closed
for an instant, during which the
chest is compressing and condens-
ing its contained air, and on being
then opened, a slight explosion,
as it were, of the compressed air
takes place, and blows out' any
irritating matter that may be in
the air-passages; just as the burst
from the chamber of an air-gun
discharges its bullet.—This shut-
ting of the glottis to allow the
compression of the air, and its
subsequent opening to allow the
discharge, may occur at very mi-
nute intervals, and many times
for one fill of the chest, as is in-
stanced in hooping cough.—The
action of cough is often produced
by irritation from a cause which
cannot be removed by cough, as
inflammation of the chest or tu-
bercles ; or even by irritation in
a distant part, as when children
are teething, or when the stomach
is overloaded.

Sneezing is a phenomenon re-

sembling cough, only the chest
empties itself with great violence
at one throe, and chiefly through
the nose, instead of through the
mouth, as in coughing. The im-
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tation that produces sneezing is
generally in the nose ; but as in
the case of cough, sneezing may
occur from distant sympathies ;—
witness that from worms in the
bowels.

Laughing consists of quickly
repeated expulsions of air from
the chest, the voice being heard
with them ; but there is never
complete closure of the entrance
to the windpipe, as in coughing.

Crying differs from laughing
almost only in the circumstance
of the intervals between the gusts
of air being longer. Children
laugh and cry in the same breath,
and it is often difficult to mark
the moment of change.

Hiccough is the sudden stopping
of a strong inspiration at its com-
mencement.

In straining to lift weights, or
to make any powerful effort, the
air is shut up in the lungs, that
there may be steadiness and firm-
ness of the person. At such a

time, by the compression and con-
densation of air around the heart
and large bloodvessels, the blood
is determined violently outwards
from the chest, and often rises to
the head, with force that pro-
duces giddiness, or even apoplexy ;
—the eye will become suddenly
bloodshot, from a small vessel
giving way during straining ; and
leech-bites will break out afresh.
—The force of this pressure out-
wards is measured, as already
stated, by a column of ahout tAVo
feet of blood ; and this is there-
fore the measure of the additional
arterial and venous tension in the
body generally.

Suffocation is the name given
to what happens when-the supply
of air to the lungs is in any way
prevented. The blood, not then
refreshed by the approach of the

air, rises to the brain unfit for its
purpose, and confusion of thought
is immediately produced, soon
followed by convulsion and death.

When that happens from me-
chanical obstruction at the narrow
entrance of the windpipe, as in
croup, by the tenacious films
thrown off from the inflamed lin-
ing of the air-passages, life may
be saved by making a new en-
trance for air through the wind-
pipe lower down in the neck, and
keeping it free by a little tube
inserted, until the obstruction
above be removed.—Where
children die with croup, it is fre-
quently not from the violence of
the constitutional disease, but
from detached films thus acci-
dentally sticking in the narrow
entrance of the air-passage.

In the cases of strangling and
hanging, the tight binding of the
rope or ligature crushes inwards
the cartilaginous rings of the
windpipe, and shuts the air-pas-
sage. It may also cause apo-
plexy, by arresting the passage
of blood to and from the head ;
and there may be dislocation of
the cervical vertebras of the
spine.

In drowning, communication
with the atmosphere is cut off" al-
together by the supernatant wa-

ter, and if the chest then expands,
it can receive water only, instead
of air. The nerves and muscles,
however, at the entrance of the
windpipe, being exceedingly irri-
table, are excited by the contact
of any unusual matter, and for a
considerable time shut the pas-
sage against the intruding liquid.
It is partly on this account that,
after immersion in water and ap-
parent death, when the body is
recovered within a moderate
time, the life is often preserved.
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